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Connect the white decoder wire to the 

(-) wire from the LED. See Fig 15. 

 
Fig 15. White decoder wire connected 

to (-) wire of the LED. 

 

Now wrap each of these connections 

in black electrical tape or liquid insu-

lation. See Fig 16. 

 
Fig 16. Connections insulated. 

 

Step 7: Mount car body to car base. 

 

 
Fig 17. Completed car on DCC pro-

gramming track. 

 

 

 

 

Step 8: Program the decoder. 

 

Mount car on a DCC programming 

track and set the decoder number to 

match the car number. Use the last 2 

or 4 digits depending on you DCC 

system. 

 

See the included Digitrax information 

sheet for details. 

 

By default the on/off function of the 

LED is controlled by “F1”. This may 

be changed using CV61 and CV64. 

 

Lighting effect is controlled by CV49 

“Strobe Effect” and CV62 “Effect 

Rate”. 

 

The “simulated FRED” is CV49 = 

‘01’. I find this to be a little fast.   

 

For a more prototypical flash rate use 

CV49 = ‘07’ with CV62 = ‘05’ or 

CV49 = ‘03’ with CV62 = ‘05’. 

 

 There are 7 different strobe effects 

with 8 different flash rates, so I am 

sure you will find an effect to your 

liking. 

 

 

 

 

If you have questions or comments, 

please contact GATR Works via  

email to: 

 

greg@gatrworks 

 

or letter to: 

 

GATR Works 

PO Box 6901 

Lee’s Summit MO  64064 
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Thank you for purchasing this GATR 

Works DCC decoder equipped FRED/

EOT kit.   

 

This kit includes a Digitrax TL-1 sin-

gle function mobile decoder,  4 insu-

lated metal wheels for use with Micro-

Trains trucks, 2 metal wipers with 00-

90 Brass screws, a 470 ohm ¼ watt 

resistor and a wired red LED.   

 

Please check to ensure all parts are 

present. See Fig 1. 

 
Fig 1. Parts included in kit. 

 

Step 1: Replace stock wheels with 

metal wheels. 

 

Taking a close look at the metal 

wheels, you will see that one side is 

insulated, has black ring. See wheel on 

right in  Fig 3. 

 
Fig 2. Two trucks with metal wheels 

installed. 

 

 

 

Wheels must be installed so the insu-

lated side of both wheels are on the 

same side of the truck.  Close up of 

the metal wheels to show the insulated 

wheel. See Fig 3. 

 
Fig 3. Wheel on right is insulated. 

 

Install wheels with the same orienta-

tion on each truck so each truck will 

pick up power from one rail. 

 

Step 2: Clearance holes in car base. 

 

Drill holes through kingpin holes in 

car base so the 00-90 brass screw will 

pass through to the interior of the car. 

After drilling a hole from the bottom 

use a 5/64th bit to drill down from the 

top, to ensure the 00-90 brass screws 

do not touch the metal base. It is also 

recommended that the holes be 

counter sunk from the top. See Fig 4, 

5 & 6. 

 
Fig 4. Drill clearance hole in kingpin 

from bottom. 
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Fig 5. Enlarge the kingpin hole from 

the top with a 5/64th bit. 

 
Fig 6. Kingpin hole counter sunk with 

00-90 brass screw thru to interior. 

 

Step 3: Mount metal wipers. 

 

Drill a hole in each kingpin using the 

#62 bit from a Micro-Trains tap and 

die set. Do not tap the hole. The easi-

est way to do this is to mount the king-

pin in the car base. See Fig 7. 

 
Fig 7. Drilling hole in kingpin. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mount wiper to king pin with 00-90 

brass screws. See Fig 8 and 9. 

 
Fig 8. Wiper mounted to kingpin with 

00-90 brass screw. 

 
Fig 9. Truck mounted to base with 

wiper and kingpin. 

 

*NOTE, the brass screws need to be 

just tight enough so that the wipers 

will swivel with the trucks.  The wip-

ers are above the axles.  Make sure 

that the wiper does not make contact 

with the metal car base. 

 

Once both trucks are mounted use an 

ohm meter to ensure that the 00-90 

brass screws are insulated from the 

metal base.  Place the car base on a 

piece of track and ensure that the two 

00-90 brass screws are insulated from 

each other, if they are not, re-check 

the wheels and make sure the metal 

wheels are installed properly. 
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Step 4: Mount the decoder. 

 

Mount the decoder in the middle of 

the car base with double sided tape. 

See Fig 10. 

 
Fig 10.  Decoder mounted on car base. 

 

Attach the red and black wires from 

the decoder, one to each of the 00-90 

brass screws. Be careful not to create a 

short to the metal car base. See Fig 11. 

 
Fig 11. Red and black wires soldered 

to the 00-90 brass screws. 

 

Step 5: Mount the LED to the car 

body. 

 

Use a #62 drill bit to drill a hole to 

mount the LED; insert wires into the 

hole. Use a small drop of ca on the 

inside of the car body to hold the LED 

in place. See Fig 12 and 13. 

 
Fig 12. Drill mounting hole. 

 
Fig 13. LED mounted on car body. 

 

Step 6: Connect LED wires to the de-

coder. 

 

On the LED the short stripped wire is 

(+) and the long stripped wire is (-). 

Connect the blue decoder wire to the 

470 ohm resistor and then connect the 

resistor to the (+) wire from the LED. 

See Fig 14. 

 
Fig 14. Blue decoder wire connected 

to the resistor then connected to the 

LED (+). 

 

 


